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If you're thinking about this as an environmental issuejirst andforemost, you're missing
the point. It is a national security emergency.
Mr. Frank Gaffney, fonner Assistant Secretary
of Defense. Founder, Center for Security Policy.l
Introduction
Tom Barnett has briefed the "Pentagon's New Map" to military leaders,
government officials, and the national media literally hundreds of times since his ideas
were first published in Esquire in March, 2003. His straightforward thesis suggests that
rather than prepare for a phantom, post-cold war superpower threat, the United States
military should pay more attention to where the problems actually are, i.e., the violent,
poverty stricken, under-governed swath of despair he aptly refers to as the "nonintegrating gap". The current intervention in Iraq is not only necessary, he suggests, but
just the first in a potentially long line of security exportations to "gap" countries that
don't play by the rules. Once these new "rule sets" are established, the gap can be safely
connected, and the dream of globalization realized.2
But how many Iraq-like adventures will we require (there are over 100 countries
in the Barnett gap)? How many will the American people allow? While asserting that
9/11 resulted from "feedback from a world in significant distress,,,3Dr. Barnett
dismisses-in

ad homenim fashion-those that suggest America might combat terrorism

by reducing dependence on foreign oil. He ridicules this realist position as a "knee-jerk"
excuse for the "naive" to "not deal with those people.,,4 I will show that the history of
U.S. intervention in the Middle East to ensure access to oil is precisely the reason we are
in our current security predicament. That is not the only problem. While global demand

starting to see the effects of the coming environmental crisis derived from the at least
doubling of atmospheric carbon dioxide. Can anything be done about America's
dependence on fossil fuels? If so, at what cost?
Although his book provides a useful contrast, my intent here is not to critique Dr.
Barnett's views.5 I endorse his suggestion that we drop the "World War III" fantasy and
instead concentrate on achieving a sustainable global community as the natural
succession to cold war strategy. Still, talk of expanding global commerce and promoting
"fi-eedom"as a means of connecting the gap can only go so far. The harsh reality is that
through a grand geologic accident, the "gap" has something the West desperately needs,
and has shown its willingness to fight to the death over: oil.
Imagine how the global security environment would look if demand for oil was
significantly reduced. America, with its insatiable thirst for petroleum-based energy, and
tax-dollar supported military is, as Thomas Friedman puts it, "financing both sides of the
war on terrorism.,,6 Eliminating the Middle Eastern oil trust funds not only increases
u.S. policy options in the region, but may allow the seeds of democracy to finally take
root. A century of ever increasing dependence on oil has brought the United States-and
the world-the triple threat of Islamic terrorism, dwindling supplies and environmental
crisis. The vast international consensus behind the Kyoto Protocol (a consensus fi-om
which America is noticeably absene) shows there is now a deep reservoir of support
around the world to once and for all "kick the oil habit." The time has come for America
to seriously consider a bold National Security Strategy that features an aggressive move
toward global renewable energy.

Background: Oil Dependence and the Rise of Islamist Terrorism.
Oil and Middle East intervention
OPEC member states hold 80% of the world's proven oil reserves.8 It is a matter
of record that u.s. military intervention in the Middle East is a direct result of our intent
to ensure the uninterrupted supply of oil. "If the chief natural resource of the Middle East
were bananas," says Sheldon Richman of the Cato Institute, "the region would not have
attracted the attention of U.S. policymakers as it has for decades." 9 In Jimmy Carter's
1980 State of the Union address he states: "An attempt by any outside force to gain
control of the Persian Gulf region will be regarded as an assault on the vital interests of
the United States. It will be repelled by any means necessary, including military force.,,10
It did not take long for the U.S. to act on this threat. In1987, when the Soviets
offered to provide escort services for Kuwaiti tankers during the Iran-Iraq war, President
Reagan immediately responded by reflagging 11 Kuwaiti oil tankers, and deploying
warships to the Persian Gulf. What followed was a series of combat engagements,
including the inadvertent Iraqi attack on the USS Stark, an Iranian Silkworm attack on a
U.S. flagged tanker, U.S. attacks on Iranian offshore drilling platforms, and finally the
downing of an Iranian commercial airliner by the cruiser USS Vincennes. II

The first Gulf War (1991) showed that the threat to control oil from within the
region would not be tolerated either. Though President George H.W. Bush publicly
downplayed the energy implications, and promoted the intervention as a "stand against
aggression," it was the prospect of Saddam Hussein controlling 40% of the world's
known oil reserves that drove Bush to embark on what Samuel Huntington refers to as
"the first post-Cold War resource war.,,12

The fact that America was "all about oil" in the Persian Gulf/Middle East was not
lost on Osama bin Laden. In a 1997 interview with the Islamabad newspaper Pakistan,
he states that "The U.S. is increasing its presence in Arab countries to capture its oil
reserves," in an attempt to "consolidate hegemony over Arab oil resources.,,13 When we
apply the combat (read: vital national interest) threshold to Dr. Barnett's map ofU.S
military intervention since 1990, the "gap" shrinks considerably.14 Leaving aside the
NATO-driven Bosnia and Kosovo interventions, in which whether U.S. vital interests
were actually at stake can still be vigorously debated, combat operations are limited to
three regions, and the U.S.' associated vital interests: Iraq (oil security and counterterrorism), Sudan, and Afghanistan (both counter-terrorism). So, despite all the flagwaving and good intentions throughout the gap, the U.S. has used force only to either
strike back at terrorists, or protect access to the vital interest of the Carter Doctrine-oil. IS

Middle East intervention and Islamist Terrorism

While there is little disagreement regarding oil security being one of the few U.S.
vital interests in the Middle East region capable of leading to combat intervention, there
is considerable debate as to whether this intervention itself has anything to do with our
other vital interest: Islamist terrorism. Yale naval history professor John Lewis Gaddis
cites the Bush administration's 2002 National Security Strategy as being in line with the
idea that "resentments growing out of the absence of representative institutions in their
own societies, so that the only outlet for-political dissidence was religious fanaticism" are
the motivating factors that led "a group ofmiddle-c1ass and reasonably well-educated

Middle Easterners to fly three airplanes into buildings and another into the ground."l6
While Gaddis' offering of this "emerging consensus within the academic community"
may prove to be the fundamental reason you have terrorism in the first place (arguably,
there would be no war at all if everyone had fully "representative institutions in their
own societies"), the fact is that terrorism-as a weapon of the weak-has always existed,
and most likely will always exist. The pressing question is therefore not "how do we
eradicate terrorism?" (a noble long term goal), but "how do we counter those that are
using terrorism against us?"
Nearly a full decade before 9/11, Samuel Huntington warned us of an impending
"clash of civilizations" leading to the eventual resistance of the "westernization" (today
read: globalization) of society. "Most important," says Huntington, "the efforts of the
West to promote its values of democracy and liberalism as universal, to maintain its
military predominance and to advance its economic interests engender countering
responses from other civilizations."l7 For a specific example of that "countering
response," we can turn to Osama bin Laden's own words to the American people when
referring to the 9/11 attacks: "What takes place in America today was caused by the
flagrant interference on the part of successive American governments into others'
business."l8 While there can be no reasonable discussion as to whether these attacks
were justified, the fact remains: bin Laden's statement is true.
I am not suggesting this is the whole story-but it is most of it. Almost as an
afterthought, bin Laden demands that America "...put an end to its support ofIsrael"l9 as
a condition for "calling off the dogs." An argument can be made that the U.S.' support of
Israel is tied to oil security in the region, but there are certainly other factors at p1ay-

most notably the settlement of the Israeli/Palestinian homeland situation. Still, if we
return to bin Laden's 9/11 statement, and allow that the pattern of intervention required
by the Carter Doctrine equates to "flagrant interference," logic dictates a sobering
conclusion: Us. protection of Gulf oil interests has resulted in terrorist attacks on the
United States.

Alarmingly, the U.S. is preparing for an encore in Africa. African states are
expected to produce 13% ofthe world's oil supply by 2025. Michael Clare and Daniel
Volman report that "Bush administration officials tend to view America's growing
dependence on African oil as a welcome alternative to reliance on the turbulent Persian
Gulf. But Africa is no more free of violence and conflict than the Gulfis.,,2o To get an
idea of the ongoing tensions, and their impact on oil stability, one need look no further
than the current headlines coming out of Nigeria?! Inan eerie resemblance to the
resentment that arose in response to the U.S. exerting its will in the Persian Gulfregion,
Clare and Volman suggest that "the more deeply the United States becomes involved in
supporting these African petro-states, particularly those with large Muslim populations
such as Nigeria, Chad and Sudan, the greater the likelihood that opposition forces will
adopt an anti-American stance and ally with extremist groups like Al Qaeda.,,22

The Dark Side of Fossil Fuels: Dwindling Supplies and Global Warming.
Peak Oil: The beginning of the end?

No matter what we think about how fossil fuel consumption mayor may not
relate to terrorism, global wanning, sun spots or any other phenomenon, the fact of the
matter is that society is running out of oil. Global oil demand is growing at its fastest rate

in 16 years-up 20% in the last year alone (with crude prices jumping a corresponding
30% over the same period23)-and now sits at approximately 82.5 million barrels per
day.24 So far, production has met demand-barely.

Forbes reports that while "OPEC

opted to raise output at its June 3 meeting in Beirut, most members are producing at full
capacity already." Additionally, says the Forbes report, "mature U.S. and North Sea oil
fields are producing less and new finds have dropped to 6.8 billion barrels annually in
2001-2003 from 11.4 billion barrels per year in the previous five years." 25

There is currently an intra-industry debate going on as to when oil production will
peak, that is when the "high tide" of global oil output will occur, after which we will be
looking at ever-declining supplies are sources are depleted. While some argue that the
peak can be delayed by employing high-tech exploration and drilling techniques, others,
including Princeton University geologist Kenneth Deffeyes, say that production could
peak as early as November, 2005.26 Even as the current Bush administration pushes a
politically charged plan to open the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge to drilling in an
effort to expand the yield of the Alaskan North Slope oil reserves,27the U.S. Geological
Survey reports that the economically recoverable oil from the reserve would account for
only 0.3 percent of the global oil inventory.28 Fortune Magazine notes that even if we
manage to postpone the decline in production by utilizing, for example more of the
Alaskan North Slope, or Canada's tar sands, this much is clear-U.S. demand continues
to soar (already the world's largest oil consumer, the U.S. has increased its consumption
by 20% over the last 10 years), prices are headed Up29and sometime in the next 35

years-and possibly much sooner-we will see oil production start to decline once and
for all. 30 But not before nature leaves us a nasty parting gift: global warming.

The Greenhouse Problem
In 1957, a U.S. oceanographer named Roger Revelle warned that people are
conducting a "large-scale geophysical experiment" on the planet by releasing greenhouse
gases.3l According to the U.S. Global Change Research Program's (USGCRP) latest
report titled "Our Changing Planet," human induced Global Warming is happening:
"North American temperature changes from 1950 to 1999 were unlikely to be due only to
natural climate variations.,,32 While the White House's 27 August 2004
acknowledgement that human activity has resulted in global climate change may have
surprised some within the media and environrnentallobby,

33this was not news to the

Bush administration. Rather, the connection between fossil fuel consumption and global
warming (specifically CO2 emissions) is well documented in the USGCRP's Us.
Climate Action Report, 2002. This report considers the potential impacts of climate
change based on National Assessment projections of a 3-9 degree (F) rise in surface
temperature and an 4-35" increase in mean sea level by 2100.34 While taking these rather
significant changes to the global climate system as "givens," the report cites wide ranges
of uncertainty with regard to the specific impacts these changes will have. The Bush
administration's response appears to key on these impact uncertainties as justification for
avoiding strong action. When asked if the most recent reports changed the
administration's position on global warming, White House spokesman Trent Duffy
issued a statement saying "the president's policy is the same...we need to fill in the
knowledge and the scientific gaps.,,35 Climate change, it seems, is an acceptable risk.
Meanwhile, America continues to increase its rate of CO2 addition to the
atmosphere.

Having backed o1,1tof the Kyoto Protocol, which sought to impose

restrictions on CO2 emissions by industrial nations, due to the perception that it was
"unfair and too expensive,,,36the Bush administration's 2002 National Security Strategy
calls for largely volunteer efforts to yield an 18% decrease per economic unit, in
greenhouse gas production over the next 10 years.3? Even if this promising sounding
goal is achieved, once we assume a nominal 'GDP annual growth rate of 4%, that
translates to a roughly 22% increase in total u.S. CO2production over the projected
period.
It should be noted that the previously cited National Assessment projections are
based on a somewhat modest doubling of CO2by the end ofthe century. The National
Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) has shown that if CO2
emissions grow faster than expected--or continue past the 100 year mark-a devastating
quadrupling of atmospheric CO2 could occur.38 While the moderate projections cited by
the Bush administration may result in mostly minor annoyances (such as more cases of
heat exhaustion, the loss of coastal wetlands and reduced snow-pack for western skiers),
"extended uncontrolled emissions" could lead to major problems, including releasing
significant volumes of sea-level impacting continental ice from Greenland and
Antarctica.39 Though meaningful sea-level predictions are difficult due to complicated

feedback mechanisms (e.g., a climate warming-induced change in the ocean's thermohaline circulation could lead to ice sheet advances in some areas), it should be
remembered that nearly every expected outcome of global warming has happenedfaster
then anticipated. For example, NASA researchers monitoring glacial flow into
Antarctica's Weddell Sea recently observed that the climate change induced break-up of
several small sea-ice sheets led to an unexpected eight-fold seaward acceleration of the
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previously land-locked glaciers. "If anyone was waiting to find out whether Antarctica
would respond quickly to climate warming," said Theodore Scambos, a University of
Colorado glacier expert who worked on one study, "I think the answer is yes. We've seen
150 miles of coastline change drastically in just 15 years." Scambos described this small
scale ice break-up as a "harbinger of what will happen when the large ice sheets begin to
warm." The break-up of the barely-stable Ross Ice Shelf,4ofor instance, would lead to an
increase in global mean sea level of 16 feet. 41
Another potentially significant climate change response involves more frequent

and stronger Atlantic hurricanes,42though some contend that natural cycles not directly
associated with climate change may have a more direct impact on the frequency of
tropical cyclones in the Atlantic. "We suggest that natural variability of storminess is the
cause of Florida's recent hurricane disasters," wrote a group often scientists to Senator
John McCain (R-AZ) in an effort to refute the link between climate change and the
severe storms of 2004. Even so, a strong case can be made for the connection between
climate change and hurricane intensity. According to Dan Cayan, a research
meteorologist at the University of California in San Diego, "warmer water temperatures
will promote more intense tropical storms...an increase of even a degree or so in the right
environment would cause intensities to increase." 43

Energy Transformation: Imagining the Art of the Possible.
One could reasonably argue that the global warming threat could be overblown,
requiring only moderate adaptation efforts. Similarly, we could find abundant new oil
reserves, or develop technology to extract sources that were previously deemed

economically unrecoverable. Peace could break out in the Middle East, thus ending the
era of the Carter Doctrine and ensuring the eventual orderly transfer of approximately
$40 trillion44from the global economy to the OPEC coffers. It is even possible that we
could have witnessed middle class Saudi Arabians flying airplanes into American
buildings even if, in the words of Sheldon Richman, "the chief natural resource of the
Middle East were bananas." But it is at least equally reasonable to subscribe to the
growing sentiment that America's continued dependence on fossil fuels is bad, and
something should be done about it. The Federal Government apparently shares this view,
and has quietly invested over $2 billion in an intriguing non-CO2 producing optionHydrogen and Clean Coal.

The Hydrogen Economy
For all the criticism President Bush has taken from the left for a perceived lack of
environmental concern or initiatives, it is precisely his 2003 vision for the future of
energy that may hold the most promise--hydrogen: "A simple chemical reaction
between hydrogen and oxygen generates energy, which can be used to power a car
producing only water, not exhaust fumes. Join me in this important innovation to make
our air significantly cleaner, and our country much less dependent on foreign sources of
energy. ,,45The President has allocated an initial $1.7 billion to help overcome anticipated
difficulties with transitioning to hydrogen fuel such as cell capacity, and fuel storage and
distribution.46 More recently, U.S. Secretary of Energy Spencer Abraham announced the
formation of "Centers of Excellence" to further enhance the integration of the
Department of Energy's (DoE) National Laboratories, industry and academia to "address

the key technical and economic hurdle of hydrogen storage that must be overcome to
make the President's vision a reality.,,47
Currently, fuel-grade hydrogen is most efficiently produced as a natural gas
derivative, which though a vast improvement over oil regarding carbon emissions does
little to address America's dependence on foreign sources (though natural gas fields are
less concentrated in the volatile Gulf region). However, by tapping into America's
estimated 250 year supply of coal we can produce our own hydrogen. 48 Make no
mistake, burning coal is a major greenhouse gas problem, and is just plain dirty.49 But
there is hope here too-clean coal. In fact, promoting clean coal technology (a process
by which CO2is sequestered and stored as solid rods rather than released to the
atmosphere) is listed as a key to the President's emissions reduction goal as outlined in
the 2002 NSS.sO In February of2003, George W. Bush announced that The Clean Coal
Power Initiative would support this pillar to the tune of $2B over the next ten years
resulting in a "demonstration project to create the world's first coal-based, zero-emission
electricity and hydrogen plant."SI
While it seems the stage is set to aggressively move toward the energy
transformation envisioned by President Bush, DoE's current timeline does not fully
realize the "Hydrogen Economy" (H2E)unti12045.s2 No wonder Barnett's "new rules"
model has been getting so much play in Washington. Forty years is a long time to have
to ensure access to increasingly scarce petroleum resources. So how is it that we can
"send a man to the moon" but it will take us nearly a half-century to get out from under
the thumb of OPEC? We can start by looking at DoEs3-more specifically at what DoE
is not. It is not an enterprise. It "promotes" and "advances." It leaves the heavy lifting of

actually producing anything to private industry and the market economy. 54 In fact, DoE

has programmed in a Commercialization Decision Point in the year 2015, at which time
the whole program could be dropped if the transition is not deemed economically viable.
With market forces in charge, one thing is clear: the H2Ewill be ready when it's cheaper
than the alternative.

Analysis: The Next Apollo Project?
Weare now at an impasse. A market driven hydrogen economy is probably on the
way, but likely will not be in time to seriously mitigate the impacts of climate change.
Furthermore, it will come nowhere near soon enough to allow us to pursue any degree of
military disengagement from the Middle East before the next "security exportation" will
be required in the name of suppressing the by-product of intervention-terrorism.

But

consider an alternative-an alternative not unlike that which defined my own youth:
Apollo. President Kennedy did not capture America's imagination by describing how
much money we would make by beating the Soviets to the moon. In fact, he convinced
the nation to invest an enormous amount ofthe American treasure55with arguably no
economic incentive at all. Without a greater purpose, private industry-and household
budgets-keep

track of only one thing: money. This lack of political will is why many

noble conservation-related legislative proposals (e.g., gas taxes) have been deemed "dead
on arrival" before they hit the Hill. "There are certain things you don't break your lance
on," says former senator Tim Wirth (D-CO). "You don't break it on gas taxes.,,56
Admittedly, it will take investing in an Apollo-like dream to make energy
transformation a reality any time soon. Should we go down this road, our government

will not be able to sit on the sideline and be a cheerleader; it will have to play. And yes,
that dream may require-heaven

forbid-a gas tax. That is just the beginning. We will

need to take strong conservation efforts-we

might even need to drive different cars. 57

We will need to invest a vast amount of public capital if we want the HzE to show up
even one day sooner than it has to. Moreover, the U.S. will have to accept that there is a
price to be paid for the oil habit. Weare paying the price whether we accept it or not. It
was paid by innocent civilians in New York City and Washington D.C. on 9/11, and is
paid every day by American soldiers in Iraq. It will be paid with the loss of wetlands and
coastline--and possibly much worse--around the globe. It will be paid the next time an
American is executed by an Islamist terrorist seeking revenge.
Some might say that even if we commit substantial resources toward a
government-led transition to the Hydrogen Economy, it just isn't feasible outside ofthe
prescribed timeline. Maybe. But anyone who has ever ventured into a home
improvement project knows that you can do anything. It depends on what it is worth to
you. Kennedy didn't just "jumpstart" the over 20,000 private companies that contributed
to the Apollo effort58,he enlisted them for a greater purpose. That opportunity exists
again today on an even grander scale--with the stakes much higher. Consider all the
nations that actually think the Kyoto Protocol is a good idea, and are actively doing their
part to mitigate the coming climate change. Would they be interested in reversing global
warming? What about our allies that have stood beside us through thick and thin to
defend the access to Gulf oil for nearly 3 decades? Would they want to bring their troops
home? Is there anybody besides us that would like to see the last innocent killed in the

name of Jihad? I say there is-and they would. And they have enterprise. And they have
money.
I suppose that anything leading to a reduction in military forces deployed to the
Middle East to protect oil access could lead to charges of "neo-isolationalism" from
liberal internationalists. 59 But far from a self-serving retreat, America should view this as

a rare opportunity to invest in the greater good. The oil-rich middle-eastern states will
adapt and survive, just as India survived the demise of the spice trade. Thomas Friedman
points out that the lack of Middle Eastern oil revenues has been a major incentive for
countries like Jordan and Bahrain to join the global economy. "People do not change
when you tell them they should," he says. "They change when they tell themselves they
must." 60 By removing America's military intervention requirement, the HzE simply puts

more engagement options on the table--and may even turn out to be the uniting enabler
globalization has been waiting for.61

The War on Oil
I have proposed that (1) America's dependence on foreign oil-notably Persian
Gulf oil-has led to a consistent pattern ofD.S. military intervention in the Middle East
including combat, (2) the push-back from this intervention has been the rise of antiAmerican Islamist terrorism, including the 9/11 attacks, (3) we will soon begin to see a
decline in the world's oil production, (4) we are already seeing the effects ofCOz induced
climate change, and the effects are likely to get much worse without strong containment
measures, and (5) while the Bush administration's hydrogen initiative is a promising
start, the combination of a strategy that relies on market forces to drive the transition to

around the world waiting to be exploited.,,64 Similarly, regarding the development of a
hydrogen fueled aircraft, Boeing cites hydrogen "production and infrastructure issues"
(read: cost and availability) as the "over-riding concern.,,65 Indeed, lack of fueling
infrastructure and the cost of hydrogen production using current technology are almost
universally cited as the primary roadblocks to making energy transformation a reality. It
would seem the Federal Government will have to be involved in some part of the process
.

or we run the risk of bottom-line driven concerns hijacking the whole project.
Fortunately, companies like CheveronTexaco (who-ironically already produce
large volumes of hydrogen for petroleum refining) are only too eager to handle the
production side ofthe H2E-someday.

They assure us they have invested "millions," in

moving toward hydrogen, but that "it might take decades to transition to hydrogen-based
energy and transport systems [read: infrastructure] that are economically sound on a large
scale." In the mean time we must patiently wait "for the industry to develop, test, and
commercialize the best products and processes.,,66 While I do not mean to imply that oil
(now energy) companies are deliberately slow-rolling the transition to hydrogen, I do
submit that they have less incentive to "go fast" than a government with a security
imperative.
This paper suggests that the H2Ebe adopted as an NSS pillar-not just a new
gro~th industry for the energy companies. The obvious fact is that to make the H2E
work we need hydrogen. We need it to be abundant, accessible, and cheap-ridiculously
cheap ifnecessary.67 And we need it soon. The technology is ready-but that is only half
the battle.68 DoE reminds us that "The [Bush] Administration believes it is not the role of
the Federal Government to choose the energy sources for the country.,,69 If that is the

end of the story then the H2Eis going nowhere fast.70 Instead, the Federal Government
needs to choose hydrogen-and

invest in the infrastructure needed to bridge the gap

between the hydrogen producers (energy companies) and users (e.g., fuel cell
automobiles7l).
Some have argued that we don't need anything on the scale of a "Marshall Plan"
in order to achieve energy independence. Newsweek columnist Fareed Zakaria suggests
that "the solution is already with us," referring to recent improvements in hybrid vehicles
and the development of alternative fuels such as alcohol.72 Similarly, Fortune
Magazine's Amory Lovins notes that "if we build the right playing field [referring to
government mandated incentives aimed at rewarding customers who choose, e.g.,
efficient vehicles]," then "America's shift from oil can be led profitably at a net savings
to the economy of$70 billion by 2025.,,73 While these and other ideas are important
interim measures (though Zakaria's claim that "hybrid technology is the answer to the
petroleum problem;' is somewhat overstated considering, for example, that the Ford
Escape Hybrid is only 10-15% more fuel efficient than the gasoline version), this will not
be enough to meaningfully address all the problems posed by America's oil dependence
(both plans rely heavily on simply using different greenhouse gas producing fuels).

Conclusion
The H2E is a "no regrets" strategy. As a fuel, hydrogen's nearly 3-fold efficiency
advantage over gasoline and promise of zero emissions makes it the almost certain
successor to petroleum. 74 Investing in the change now is likely to involve far less blood

and treasure than waiting until the inevitable global supply crisis we will face on the
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down side of peak oil. Similarly, from a National Security standpoint, an aggressive
move away from an oil-based economy can only improve America'sposition in the
Global War on Terror. Eliminating America's oil dependence offers an at least tangible
means of increasing U.S. policy options in the Persian Gulf, such as the ability to assume
a less aggressive military posture, and will likely have the attractive side effect of further
marginalizing militant Islamism within the Arab World (attacking the enemy strategy, as
Sun Tzu might suggest). If nothing else, a collapse of world oil markets will significantly
impact funding lines for would be terrorists in places like Iraq, Iran, and Saudi Arabia,
Finally, regarding climate change, the debate has already shifted from "if' to "how
much." Any action the world's most prolific CO2producer can take to limit emissions
can only serve to lessen the eventual impacts of human-induced climate warming.

Final thoughts
Tom Barnett says the U.S. needs to "stand for the ability to choose.,,75I couldn't
agree more. Imagine a world where we can choose to intervene for the sake of humanity,
rather than the protection of purely selfish interests. Imagine Arab states that can choose
the type of government they want, rather than the one that we require them to have. An
accelerated transition to the Hydrogen Economy may just give us an option we haven't
had before-the

option to succeed in cultivating self-sustaining democracies. For the

non-integrated populations of the world, the H2Ehelps us imagine the "art of the
possible," in which widely available, cheap, renewable energy builds a true on-ramp to
the global economy. 76

Unfortunately, the Bush administration's policy of minimizing conservation
efforts while allowing the road to the H2Eto be constructed by bottom-line oriented
private industry and paved by pure market forces means that the trip will be long, full of
detours, and will probably end up somewhere else. The U.S. won the Space Race
because, "unlike the Soviet Union, it committed vast resources to a well thought-out
game plan right from the start. NASA also stuck to that plan despite occasional technical
and political problems." 77 This is the approach we must adopt to achieve not just Energy
Security-but

World Security.

Tom Barnett ends his book by saying that "perhaps all this qualifies me as a
dreamer.,,78 I am inclined to agree. Anyone who seriously thinks the U.S. will be diving
into another round of pre-emptive nation-building after the Iraq experience is in a dream
world. If Barnett is ultimately right, and the U.S. engages in successive "gap" conflicts,
it won't be because we're hunting terrorists, tracking down WMD, or trying to connect
the Internet. It will be because that's where the dwindling supply of oil is. Still, in the
"might be a dreamer" category, I'm right there with you, Dr. Barnett, in thinking we can
mobilize the global community to rapidly move beyond oil. Who knows, maybe one of
us is actually on to something. Let's hope so, and that the world turns out better for it.
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